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I. Through a Policy on Immigration 

 

The establishment of the European Policy on Immigration might be under debate in three 

stages
1
. In first stage (1985-1991), national governments have conducted an ad hoc and 

unofficial cooperation process. In second stage (1992-1998), “Justice and Home Affairs 

Cooperation” has been appeared in EC Treaty and thus a diluted inter-governmental 

institutionalism somehow has been put in practice. In third stage (1998- ) main aspects / 

issues concerning policy on immigration has been removed from the inter-governmental pillar 

(third pillar) to the Community pillar which has a supranational qualification
2
.       

 

The transmission of the immigration issue from the third pillar to the first pillar has been 

looked with favour on for establishing a pure and unique constitutional base and for ensuring 

more democratic review / control in the areas where the civil freedoms are in danger
3
.  

 

In this study, Amsterdam Agreement was considered as a milestone and the policy on 

immigration thus was analyzed in two stages. Amsterdam Agreement was considered as a 

milestone for two main reasons.  

 

First of all, the immigration issue was removed into the Community pillar by the Amsterdam 

Agreement and thus, even some inter-governmental aspects were protected, it has gained a 

supranational qualification. This situation means that the Community legislation concerning 

the immigration issue will be implemented in the light of the principles of supremacy
4
, direct 

effect
5
, adequate interpretation

6
 and Member State’s liability

7
 developed by the European 

Court of Justice. 

 

Secondly, the Schengen legislation, which has been in effect at the same time with the 

Community legislation concerning the policy on immigration, has been attached to the 

founding treaties by the Amsterdam Agreement.  

 

II. The Pre-Amsterdam Period 

 

In 1957, while the European Economic Area was being established, the Member States gave 

place to the economic integration including the immigration of the Community citizens. The 

immigration of the non-member countries’ citizens was put to as a part of their national 

sovereignty.  

 

The Member States’ governments, on the one hand, would like to accept the immigrants not 

only the qualified work force, but also immigrants, even not qualified, who are ready for the 

works that the citizens do not would like to do. The Member States’ governments, on the 

other hand, do not would like to accept the immigrants that considered as an economic and 

                                                   
1
 KOSTAKOPOULOU, Theodora, The Protective Union: Change and Continuity in Migration Law and Policy 

in Post-Amsterdam Europe, Journal of Common Market Studies, Volume 38, No: 3, September 2000, p. 497-

498. 
2
 While the Amsterdam Agreement has made the immigration issue removed to the first pillar which is known as 

Community pillar and has a supranational qualification, it has dismissed some aspects also concerning 

immigration issue in inter-governmental qualification.    
3
 KOSTAKOPOULOU, (2000), p. 499. 

4
 Case C-6/64 Costa v. Ente Nazionale per la Energia Ellettrica (ENEL), [1964] ECR 585.  

5
 Case C-6/64 Van Gend en Loos  v. Nederlandse Administrie der Belastingen), [1963] ECR I. 

6
 Case C-6/64 von Colson v. Land Nordrhein-Westfalen, [1984] ECR 1891. 

7
 Joined Cases C-6/90 and 9/90 Frankovich and Others v.Italy, [1991] ECR I-5357. 
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social problem for their countries in order to protect the social stability and the national 

identity. 

 

Up to1980s, the Member States has made decision concerning the immigration of the non-

member citizens by themselves. With 1980s, the immigration issue started show itself in the 

international area. The national authorities for immigration control assisted to carry out the 

immigration issue into international conferences / meetings in three ways
8
.  

 

Firstly, the authorities in question they are bounded with the judicial restrictions as they are 

bounded in national plane
9
.  Secondly, these authorities are not exposed with the pressures 

made by other ministries, parliamentarians or national groups for immigration aid. Thirdly, by 

transferring the policy on immigration to the international area, there was a chance for 

cooperation with the immigrants’ countries and the transit countries. 

 

Single Market project in order to achieve free movements of goods-services-capital and 

persons requires to make cooperation in immigration and asylum issues
10

. In no-borders areas, 

a Member State’s problems such as illegal immigration or organized 
11

crime are considered in 

various ratio as their neighbours’ problems and consequently mutual dependence, necessity 

for information sharing, enlargement of the cooperation consciousness increased.    

 

The immigration issue was firstly brought into an international groundby the Member States 

in Schengen Agreement signed in 1985, Schengen Implementation Convention signed in 1990 

and Ad Hoc Group for Immigration established in 1986. 

 

The immigration issue was firstly located as a policy by the Maastricht Agreement. The third 

pillar “Justice and Home Affairs” includes the policy on immigration, policy on asylum and 

the external borders control. The policy on immigration should be considered with the policy 

on non-member countries’ citizens.  

 

The subject matters of the policy on immigration are
12

: 

 

 The conditions for the non-member country’s citizens in order to entrance to a Member 

State and move in Member State in question. 

 The conditions for the non-member country’s citizens in order to residence in a Member 

State. 

 To struggle with the illegal immigration-residence and labour of the non-member 

country’s citizens in a Member State. 

 

Commission shares its competence in order to initiate the decision making process concerning 

above mentioned areas with the Member States
13

. Council, upon the proposal of the 

                                                   
8
 GURIRAUDON, Virginie, European Integration and Migration Law Policy: Vertical Policy-Making as Venue 

Shopping, Journal of Common Market Studies, Volume 38, No: 2, June 2000, p. 252. 
9
 Alongside the national governments’ policy on immigration could bring to the national courts, the national 

administrative authorities are bounded with the margin of appreciation and the arbitrariness. Ibid, p. 259. 
10

 MONAR, Jörg, The Dynamics of Justice and Home Affairs: Laboratories, Driving Factors and Costs, Journal 

of Common Market Studies, Volume 39, No: 4, November 2001, p. 756. 
11

 Ibid, p. 755 
12

 Amsterdam Agreement article K. 1/3. 
13

 Amsterdam Agreement article K. 3/2. 
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Commission or a Member State, could make a decision by unanimity in order to transfer the 

policy on immigration subjects into first pillar
14

. In other words, European Parliament was put 

out of the decision making process.   

 

When sharing the Commission’s competence in order to initiate the decision making process, 

making decision by unanimity is considered with uncertainty of legal effects of the decisions; 

it could be said that determination of a policy on immigration in Europe was not realized. 

 

III. The Post-Amsterdam Period 

 

A. Amsterdam Agreement 

 

Free movement of persons, Asylum and Immigration headlines were transferred to the 

Community pillar with Amsterdam Agreement.  

 

The Strategy Paper presented by Heads of State or of Government Council (the European 

Council) in 01 July 1998 pointed out the components of an effective European policy on 

immigration
15

: 

 

 Reduction of the immigration impression at the beginning, 

 Struggle with the illegal immigration, 

 Immigration control, 

 Establishment the legal entrance control in every step of the free movement of persons 

 Determination of the statutes of legal immigrants in accordance with the socialization, 

 Making conventions concerning prevention and refulment with the provenance and the 

transit countries. 

 

The Plan of Action
16

 determined by the Justice and Home Affairs Council in 03 December 

1998, gave place to the policy on immigration. According to Plan of Action, immigration and 

asylum aspects should be considered separately
17

. The material and the procedural measures 

considered in Amsterdam Agreement should immediately be taken. All taken measures up to 

now, has no binding legal effect and follow-up mechanism and thus they remain insufficient. 

 

The “Communitization” of the subjects concerning the immigration, in the ratio of the 

European Court of Justice’s settle opinion allows, grants external competence in this area
18

. 

The measures should be taken in the immigration issue concerning free movement of persons 

are
19

: 

 

 Determination of the statutes of legal immigrants 

 Following a consistent EU policy concerning refulment 

 Struggle with the illegal immigration through the information transfer with the provenance 

and the transit countries. 

 

                                                   
14

 Amsterdam Agreement article K. 9. 
15

 European Council, Strategy Paper on Immigration and Asylum Policy, 9809/98, Brussels, 01 July 1998. 
16

 Plan of Action, OJ C 019, 23.01.1999, s.0001-0015  
17

 The proposal for separately consideration of the immigration and asylum aspects exists also in Presidency 

Conclusion of European Council.     
18

 Plan of Action dated 03 December 1998, para. 22. 
19

 Plan of Action dated 03 December 1998, para. 36/c. 
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B. Tampere European Council Summit 

 

In this Summit, separately consideration of the immigration and asylum aspects has been 

declared too
20

. European Union requires an inclusive approach concerning the political, 

fundamental rights and development issues in the provenance and the transit countries. In 

accordance with this requirement, it is looked forward that the European Union and the 

Member States should conduce in order to ensure stability in internal and external policies. 

Cooperation with the non-member countries is also important to be successful in this 

approach
21

.  

 

Tampere European Council Summit highlights it has been required to more effective control 

in every stage of the immigration transfer. Information campaign concerning legal 

immigration should be organized with the provenance and the transit countries. A common 

and effective policy concerning unreal documents and visa including the cooperation with the 

non-member countries’ authorities should be developed
22

.  

 

According to Tampere European Council Summit, the policy on immigration aspects, that 

should be developed, could be put in order as: 

 

 Besides the immigration control, adoption of an inclusive approach concerning the 

political, fundamental rights and development issues, 

 Equal treatment to the non-member country citizens resident in a Member State and grant 

rights and obligations approaching to the European Union citizens’ to these people , 

 Development of the cooperation strategies with the provenance countries. 

 

C. Developments after Tampere Summit 

 

Laeken European Council Summit
23

 declared that it is required to continue in accordance with 

the aims determined in Tampere European Council Summit concerning the Justice and Home 

Affairs issues
24

.    

 

In order to maintain a common policy on immigration; Community’s external policy and 

policy on immigration should be connected, a European System for information exchange 

concerning the immigration transfer should be established, should cooperate with the 

provenance countries and special programs should be composed in order to obstruct racism 

and discrimination
25

.  

 

Seville European Council Summit declared that the unification of the external policy and the 

policy on immigration is required and declared also in order to terminate the reasons for 

immigration; Community should prepare plans of action
26

. 

 

The most detailed aims, which are transferred to the Community pillar by Amsterdam 

Agreement, were determined in Tampere European Council Summit. In other words, it might 

                                                   
20

 Tampere European Council Summit Presidency Conclusion, para. 10. 
21

 Tampere European Council Summit Presidency Conclusion, para. 11. 
22

 Tampere European Council Summit Presidency Conclusion, para. 22. 
23

 Laeken European Council Summit Presidency Conclusion, dated 17 December 2001. 
24

 Laeken European Council Summit Presidency Conclusion, para. 37. 
25

 Laeken European Council Summit Presidency Conclusion, para. 40. 
26

 Seville European Council Summit Presidency Conclusion, dated 21 and 22 June 2002, para. 30-33 and 36 
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be said that the following summits (Laeken European Council Summit and Seville European 

Council Summit) generally have an intention declaration qualification concerning to obtain 

the aim determined in Tampere European Council Summit.   
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